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Preparing late is being flexible?

Some questions and answers from yesterday (and today):

• Macro-economics for climate change:

very uncertain, but evidence of very big impacts?

• What are impacts, and which are the biggest?

requires process-based understanding, necessary examples 
for policymakers.

only looking at climatic temperatures is not good enough.

• Adaptation pathways:

learning how and to what extent we can deal with the 
impacts (processes) that are coming; little evidence yet?
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The modelling in this presentation

Some questions and answers from yesterday:

• Macro-economics for climate change:

very uncertain, but evidence of very big impacts?

• What are impacts, and which are the biggest?

requires process-based understanding, necessary examples 
for policymakers

only looking at climatic temperatures is not good enough.

• Adaptation pathways:

learning how and to what extent we can deal with the 
impacts (processes) that are coming; little evidence yet?
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Purple: new elements introduced by Kikstra et al. 2021
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The setup for this study
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Black: updates already in PAGE-ICE (Yumashev et al. 2019)
Purple: new elements introduced by Kikstra et al. 2021

Feedback to emissions

Based on Burke 
et al. (2015)
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A quick note on variability

• More realistic/correct, especially in the 
near-term

• Small increase in mean

• Effects more in the tails

• N.B. Interannual temperature 
variability is not the same as extremes 
or day-to-day variability
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Note: all results in this presentation are for SSP2-4.5.
However, we have implemented more and GDP-emissions (SSP-RCP) 
combinations are quite easy to add now in Mimi-PAGE. 
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Estimating partial persistence

Simple growth effects model:

𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑟,𝑡 = 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑟,𝑡−1 ⋅ (1 + 𝑔𝑟,𝑡 − 𝜌 ⋅ 𝛾𝑟,𝑡−1)

Growth 
rate

Persistence

parameter

Contemporary 
economic 
damages

For k lags:
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Estimating partial persistence

Regression results:

• Limited statistical power, but 
some significance on global 
level for first lag

• Implied persistence: 52.8%

1 lag
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lags
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Estimating partial persistence

Regression results:

• Limited statistical power, but 
some significance on global 
level for first lag

• Implied persistence: 52.8%

• Distribution of 𝝆 estimate:

mean 50.1% 
(34.5%–69.0%, 
interquartile range)
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Bastien-Olivera & Moore method

Notes:

• Increases statistical power, because it does not require estimating more and more lags

• Significance reaches until 3-yr filter (or 5-yr at p<0.10)

With this data, new method does not provide substantially different results

• (Coincidentally?) 10-yr filter pretty close to 1-lag 𝜌 estimate
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Regional partial persistence

Poorer vs Richer regions (split following median GDP per capita):

• Uncertainty too large, no statistical significance on first lag.

Indicative/Explorative results

• Kikstra et al. method, first lag, counterintuitive:

Richer: 62% (5th percentile: -96%; 95th percentile: 147%)

Poorer: 42% (5th percentile: -147%; 95th percentile: 135%)

• Bastien-Olvera & Moore, 10-yr filter (3-yr filter), more intuitive:

Richer: -3% (70%)

Poorer: 108% (112%)

Needs more data or better methods.



Global GDP in 2100



Regionally differentiated effects



Impacts so large that the SCC 
breaks

Post-2100, no market economy left 
in some regions
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• Interregional dynamics

• Potential future adaptation
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Potential future adaptation

• For 50% persistence,

2% per year
SCC = $2500

• For SCC < $600

Need to halve persistence 
within less than 25 years
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Looking at the future for modelling

• Better data, more data, and new empirical methods to try to 
better estimate persistence, across heterogeneous groups. 
But in the lack thereof…

• Modelling adaptive capacities
• Modelling international dynamics under diverging economic 
development

• Don’t use impact estimates based on zero persistence

• Pragmatic current approach: partial effects with precautionary 
principle, communicating using risk terminology?
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